Germany Bond Auction Falls
The euro zone’s biggest, strongest economy may see a bond sale fall short, adding pressure on Europe’s debt-ridden periphery. Germany decided to auction euro-denominated bonds totaling €7 billion on Wednesday, a deal that investors were initially keen to support. But at a record-low 2%-year yield, the auction failed to sell it all, according to people familiar with the matter. 

The euro zone’s $5 trillion of publicly traded debt can be divided into three categories: those issued by the euro zone’s 17 member countries, those held by the European Central Bank and those by the EU itself. All three are considered safe bets.

Bank Scapegoats
More bank stress tests promised
In a week when the U.S. marked its last Thanksgiving holiday in Iraq, Europe has seen its own domino wobble as a German bank sale failed, adding pressure on the region’s debt-ridden periphery. Germany decided to auction euro-denominated bonds totaling €7 billion on Wednesday, a deal that investors were initially keen to support. But at a record-low 2%-year yield, the auction failed to sell it all, according to people familiar with the matter. 

The euro zone’s $5 trillion of publicly traded debt can be divided into three categories: those issued by the euro zone’s 17 member countries, those held by the European Central Bank and those by the EU itself. All three are considered safe bets.

China, Europe Factories Falter
In China, a fast-cooling property market, one-fifth of China’s exports go to the U.S. And in Europe, consumer confidence has dropped as six straight sessions of poor sentiment have fueled the euro crisis. 

China’s property market is showing signs of cooling. One-fifth of China’s exports go to the U.S. And in Europe, consumer confidence has dropped as six straight sessions of poor sentiment have fueled the euro crisis. 
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